Committed to clean

Welcome! We’re committed to Airbnb’s enhanced cleaning protocol, which was developed in partnership with experts in health and hospitality. Here’s what we’ve done to clean and sanitize the space:

- **Approved products**
  We use disinfectants approved by global health agencies to help prevent the spread of COVID-19

- **Protective equipment**
  We wore protective equipment, like a mask and gloves, while cleaning

- **Thoroughly clean**
  Each room was cleaned using extensive cleaning checklists

- **Cleaning supplies on hand**
  We provide extra cleaning supplies, so you can clean as you stay

- **Every surface sanitized**
  All high-touch surfaces have been sanitized, such as doorknobs, cabinets and light switches

This space was cleaned by

Date cleaned

This cleaning summary is provided by your host. It’s not a statement made by or on behalf of Airbnb. To learn more about the protocol, visit [airbnb.com/cleaning](http://airbnb.com/cleaning)